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Will We Run Out of Phosphorus?
By David W. Dibb

The question occasionally arises as to whether the world will eventually use all the
supply and reserves of an essential nutrient such as phosphorus (P). This article
gives a brief explanation of why there is no danger of running out of P sources.

Will we run out of P fertilizer for
food production? The short and
definitive answer is “no.” How

can that assertion be absolute? Phospho-
rus is one of the most abundant basic min-
eral elements on the earth. Phosphorus is a
necessary component for all living organ-
isms. The form of P can be changed, the
location can be changed, but the total mass
(the total existing amount of P) is un-
changed.

The availability of P for use in food
production…and thus availability to living
organisms…depends on our ability to re-
cover P from wherever it resides and place
it near the plants that produce food and
become the energy source for all living
things…in a form plants can use.

CurCurCurCurCurrrrrrentlyentlyentlyentlyently, ther, ther, ther, ther, there is abundant P avail-e is abundant P avail-e is abundant P avail-e is abundant P avail-e is abundant P avail-
able to prable to prable to prable to prable to produce food. oduce food. oduce food. oduce food. oduce food. In large part, this is
because we have learned to extract P from
large mineral phosphate rock deposits,
convert it to a form that is more available
to plants, and deliver it to farmers, who

apply the P to their crops and produce our
food. This process is the foundation of the
current commercial P fertilizer industry.

Some of the P we need to make our
bodies function properly comes to us di-
rectly in vegetables, fruits, grains, etc. Some
comes to us indirectly through animal prod-
ucts such as meat, milk, and eggs. Some is
consumed in vitamin or mineral supple-
ments. All of this P originally came from
one of the naturally occurring mineral P
deposits…whether from the sources that
were concentrated in phosphate rock depos-
its, or from those diffused in soils during
their natural development processes. As
crops are grown and as P is removed from
soils, P has to be replaced to sustain the
potential to produce more food. This re-
placement represents the current practice
of crop fertilization.

But, what about when all of these min-
eral deposits we are mining are depleted?
Will that happen soon? When it does, will
we run out of P for food production? Again,
the definitive answer is “NONONONONO.” To under-
stand why, we need to take a look at his-
torical uses and sources of P for food pro-
duction, what is happening today, the cur-
rent reserves of P, and some possible other
sources of P for the future. With this per-
spective, we will be able to understand why
the world will not run out of P.

First, consider the historical use of PFirst, consider the historical use of PFirst, consider the historical use of PFirst, consider the historical use of PFirst, consider the historical use of P
in food prin food prin food prin food prin food production. oduction. oduction. oduction. oduction. We all know the story
of how the Native Americans showed the
early Pilgrims in colonial times how to put
a fish in the hole where corn seeds were
planted in order to produce more abundant
crops. As the fish decomposed, needed P

ConcentrConcentrConcentrConcentrConcentratatatatated ed ed ed ed phosphate rock deposits are the main
source of P fertilizers today.
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and other nutrients were supplied to the corn
plants. Others learned that manures from ani-
mals would also supply some of the P needs
for crops. Crop residues contain P and, if re-
turned to the soil, helped maintain the P sup-
ply. As human and animal populations in-
creased, there were not sufficient supplies of
fish, manure, or crop residues to maintain soil
fertility and productivity. Many soils were de-
pleted of P and other nutrients. In fact, the
early migration of people from the east coast
of the U.S. to more fertile lands further west
was in part because of the depletion of soil
fertility of those early-farmed lands. The in-
ability of those who grew crops to replace the
nutrients they had removed resulted in those
lands, which were depleted of nutrients, be-
ing abandoned for more productive lands in
the frontier.

New sources of P were found. New sources of P were found. New sources of P were found. New sources of P were found. New sources of P were found. Bones were
known to be rich in P. Ground bonemeal from
slaughtered animals became a source of nu-
trient P. Blood meal, fishmeal, and other
sources of P became commercially available.
Supply was insufficient to sustain P levels
and the productivity of soils declined.
Advances in chemistry opened up a new,
abundant source of P. Newly discovered con-
centrated phosphate rock deposits could be
treated with acids similar to those occurring
naturally in soils. Phosphorus could be made
available to plants and could be concentrated
and transported in a highly efficient form to
the farmer. This was the birth of today’s
commercial P fertilizer businesses. Some
phosphate rock deposits have been mined
and depleted and other commercially viable
deposits have been located and started into
production. Other deposits remain unused…
and under current economics are not con-
sidered useful. Under newer extraction and
process technology, and with different
economics, many of these deposits will later
become sources of P.

As part of our historical look at P, com-
pare today’s known phosphate rock reserves
to those of 50 years ago, and what the usage
was then and now. See TTTTTable 1.able 1.able 1.able 1.able 1.

Several interesting facts emerge from this
table and from supporting data:
• Since 1953, the world has mined a total

of 5.5 billion tons of phosphate rock.
• Known reserves with today’s econom-

ics are very large, about 3.3 billion tons
more than they were 50 years ago.

• As economics and technologies change,
additional known reserves will be made
available, just as they have been since
1950.

• Reserves plus all other mineral P rock
deposits that may potentially be eco-
nomically feasible at some time in the
future have been conservatively esti-
mated at over 100 billion tons.

In today’s economic environment, no
one has any great incentive to explore for
new P reserves. Any P reserves found to-
day are probably the result of exploration
for other products, such as petroleum, natu-
ral gas, and precious metals. With a spe-
cific focus on looking for P reserves, addi-
tional finds are possible.

 Even if no other rEven if no other rEven if no other rEven if no other rEven if no other reseresereseresereserves arves arves arves arves are founde founde founde founde found
and these known rand these known rand these known rand these known rand these known reseresereseresereserves arves arves arves arves are ultimatelye ultimatelye ultimatelye ultimatelye ultimately
depleted, will we rdepleted, will we rdepleted, will we rdepleted, will we rdepleted, will we run out of P for foodun out of P for foodun out of P for foodun out of P for foodun out of P for food
prprprprproduction?oduction?oduction?oduction?oduction? Again, the definitive answer
is “NONONONONO.” New technologies are even now
being developed that could exploit other
large sources of P. A couple of examples
can give insight into where some of that P
might come from.

PhosphorPhosphorPhosphorPhosphorPhosphorus exists naturally in all prus exists naturally in all prus exists naturally in all prus exists naturally in all prus exists naturally in all pro-o-o-o-o-
ductive water bodies.ductive water bodies.ductive water bodies.ductive water bodies.ductive water bodies. If P were not there,
aquatic life would not exist. Some water

TTTTTable 1.able 1.able 1.able 1.able 1. World reserves and annual mine
production of phosphate rock.

World reserves1, World mine production,
Year billion metric tons  million metric tons
1953 46.7 27.2
2003 50.0 138.02

1World reserves include resources (measured plus
indicated reserves and reserve base) that are
exploitable with today’s economics and technology,
or have a reasonable potential for becoming
economically available.
2Estimated
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A revised edition of the popular
Soil Fertility Manual is now avail-
able from PPI. The publication has

been used effectively in countless agronomic
education and training classes, short
courses, and workshops. It continues to be
a useful resource for general study
by groups and/or individuals. The
Manual was first introduced in
1978 and has been revised and
updated several times.

The 2003 edition has 200
pages and includes 11 chapters,
plus a glossary and index. Two
new appendix sections feature
color photos of nutrient defi-
ciency symptoms and tables of conversions
and reference lists. The publication is 8 ½
x 11 page size, with functional wiro-ring
binding. Also available for 3-ring binders.

Chapter titles in the revised edition in-
clude: Concepts of Soil Fertility and Pro-
ductivity; Soil pH and Liming; Nitrogen;
Phosphorus; Potassium; The Secondary
Nutrients; The Micronutrients; Soil Sam-
pling; Soil Testing, Plant Analysis, and Di-

agnostic Techniques; Fertilize for
Profits; and Plant Nutrients and
the Environment.

The Soil Fertility Manual is
available for purchase at $25.00
each, with discounts for larger
quantity orders. For more infor-
mation or to order, contact: PPI,
655 Engineering Drive, Suite
110, Norcross, GA 30092-3837;

phone (770) 825-8080; fax (770) 448-0439.
E-mail: circulation@ppi-ppic.org. Check the
PPI website at: >wwwwwwwwwwwwwww.ppi-ppic.or.ppi-ppic.or.ppi-ppic.or.ppi-ppic.or.ppi-ppic.orggggg<.

bodies have enhanced levels of soluble P,
which could be ‘mined’ or extracted.
Seawaters contain abundant dissolved
P...estimated conservatively at more than 90
billion metric tons. Seawater is currently be-
ing processed to provide fresh, potable water
through desalinization processes. Perhaps a
simple additional step, when economically
feasible, could be to extract and separate P,
somewhere during this process, for later use
in crop production. Similarly, wastewaters from
sewage treatment plants can contain even
higher levels of P. Technology is available for
extraction of this P. Its development into fer-
tilizer P and its return to replenish soils and
produce food is only constrained by today’s
economics.

Just as the major source of P has
changed from fish and manures in pilgrim
times to processed rock phosphates in our
time, the future may see a shift to P

extraction from municipal waste waters and
ocean waters as major sources...or through
some other currently unknown process or pro-
cedure, from some other source. More likely,
in the future, there will be a combination of
all of these mentioned sources plus some new
ones.

Just as today, when the more ancient
methods are still incorporated with current
methods to meet total needs, so will newer
technology extract the P from where it re-
sides, dependent on the economics, efficien-
cies, and ecology of each source. The P will
be there for our use to produce the needed
food. As in the past, human ingenuity will
provide the answer. Will we run out of P
for food production? The answer is sure and
simple: “NO.” “NO.” “NO.” “NO.” “NO.”  BC

Dr. Dibb is President of PPI, located at Norcross,
Georgia.

Soil Fertility Manual Revised Edition Available

  


